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 What is NanoAODRun1?

 Documentation and explanations

 Usage examples for the CMS Open Data workshop, partially `hands on’          
(focusing on handling of (di)muons, triggers, and datasets; examples also using other objects in preparation)

Listeners might want to open the slides also from the workshop indico in order to click or copy/paste some of the links    

given in this contribution.

See also instructions on the workshop tutorial on github.
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Vision for simplified DPOA data format (CMS data)

Design common flat ntuple format for all datasets (remove CMSSW dependence)
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What is NanoAODRun1?

 Derived data format provided by CMS DPOA for Run 1 Open Data, retaining significant 
research analysis capability. Single format/content for all years/datasets/analyses. 

 Predefined flat Root ntuple, compatible with recent ‘default’ Root versions (or other 
programs with interface to Root ntuples), bypassing the use of AOD, VMs, containers

 Suitable for ~50% of research level physics analyses. Others should continue to use AOD.

 Data volume and processing time reduced by orders of magnitude w.r.t. AOD. 

 Conceptually backwards compatible to most already existing AOD-based Open Data 

examples (i.e., the results can be reproduced, often exactly) -> example provided.

 Physically backwards compatible to many already existing educational Open Data examples 

based on “reduced” educational nanoAOD versions -> example provided.

 At least partially forward compatible to future official CMS Run2 nanoAOD releases.

 Many of the already publicly available official CMS NanoAODtools can be applied. 

 Publishable results can be produced (or reproduced), as with CMS Run2 NanoAOD                        

-> example provided for reproduction of published CMS distribution.
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The physics objects and their use

 The physics objects in NanoAODRun1 are conceptually the same as those 
encountered in the previous POET AOD (miniAOD) exercises
https://github.com/cms-opendata-analyses/PhysObjectExtractorTool
->  no explicit (re)explanations here

 The physics is the same for Run 1 and Run2. 
Only the center-of mass and some detector and software aspects differ.

 Everything you learned previously about physics objects remains valid.
Only the variable naming scheme and the computing environments differ.

 Why would you want to analyze Run 1 data when Run 2 data are available?
Run 2 (Open) data have higher energy.
Run 1 (Open) data have higher luminosity/more statistics 

(until more Run 2 data will have been publicly released)

 Why would you want to use NanoAODRun1 rather than AOD?
easier handling, no CMSSW, no need for containers (you can still use them, of course),    
but less control over low level features of the objects.
E.g. vertices and leptons, photons, jets, … but no longer all tracks, PF objects, …
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The code/implementation and documentation

 NanoAODRun1 ntuple producing code available on (still internal) CERN gitlab
https://gitlab.cern.ch/cms-opendata/cms-opendata-nanoaodplus/nanoaodplus_v1  

 runs on all public AOD and AODSIM data sets, in particular Run 1

 not intended to be run by users, but available for inspection

-> will be exported to public git soon

 users should directly use public NanoAODRun1 ntuples produced by CMS/DPOA

 ntuple content validated within DPOA, feedback on `overlooked features’ welcome.

 initially being made available on selected subset of 2010, 2011 and 2012 pp 
samples (mostly data, some MC), as needed for the Open Data workshop.

 More samples will be added on best effort basis as needed/requested by users 

 NanoAODRun1 ntuple format documentation (to be further improved):

 WorkBook 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/WorkBookNanoAODRun1
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NanoAODRun1 WorkBook  
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/WorkBookNanoAODRun1

modeled after “official” WorkBookNanoAOD
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/WorkBookNanoAOD

(for CMS data from 2016 onwards, not yet publicly released)



Automatic documentation example: Muon   
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMSPublic/WorkBookNanoAODRun1/doc_DYJetsToLL_M-50_7TeV.html#Muon



Automatic documentation (NanoAODTools)   
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example:

2012 DYtoLL MC

instructions how 
to generate will 

be added after 

the workshop



First 22 Open Data papers from CMS data
as proxy for what you might want to do with our data 

should already be reproducible with current NanoAODRun1
should be feasible with future version (“full” NanoAOD compatibility)

continues to require AOD and/or its metadata   (personal judgement)
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e.g. tracks or full PF object set

publication status early 2021



First usage examples provided at this workshop 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/NanoAODRun1Examples
also/alternatively see instructions on workshop github

Plain root ntuples offer a multitude off different ways to work with the data;                              
examples provided here only provide a first glimpse from a subjective selection.

Will be expanded to more possibilities

Please do not hesitate to provide your own, maybe even still within this workshop!

Interactively exploring the ntuple content with plain ROOT             (2011 DY MC dataset)

Use of precompiled C++ code with plain ROOT                                 (2010B  Mu dataset)

Reproduction of existing originally AOD-based Open Data validation example 

Using ROOT+RDataFrame with C++, python or Jupyter notebook  (2012B/C DoubleMuParked datasets)

Modification of existing simplified nanoAOD-based Open Data outreach example

Using ROOT+RDataFrame with C++                                      (2011A DoubleMuon and MuOnia datasets)

to reproduce published CMS plot using trigger, quality and (re)vertexing information 

Example designed from scratch for this workshop (documentation to be improved).

Using plain ROOT with interactive CINT to reproduce published CNS plot

= semi-interactive variant of above  
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Exercise reproducing existing AOD example from 
NanoAODRun1
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reference: 2010 Mu/Monitor dataset validation example, http://opendata.cern.ch/record/460

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMSPublic/NanoAODRun1Examples/MuHistos_eospublic.cxx

From summer student projects 2019/21

Open Data AOD example

NanoAODRun1 recoded example

similar (not identical) published distribution:

JINST 7 (2012) P10002



Exercise using existing educational “reduced 
NanoAOD” example (1 line modification)
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Muon ordering differs -> minor differences

only one small change to existing Open data example code. E.g.
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMSPublic/NanoAODRun1Examples/dimuonSpectrum2012_eospublic.C

runs on both reduced educational NanoAOD and NanoAODRun1.
several variants provided:

RdataFrame, C++, Python, (Jupyter Notebook) 

8 TeV Dimuon spectrum example, http://opendata.cern.ch/record/12342

Invariant mass of unlike sign muon pairs,
Existing educational reduced nanoAOD (left) vs. NanoAODRun1  (right) 



Public plot suited for “fast” reproduction from 
NanoAODRun1  

First 1.1 pb-1 of 2011 pp data, including trigger, quality and data set selections 
(not possible starting from educational example, suitable for ‘online’ exercise)

CMS detector performance The CMS trigger system, TRG-12-001 
EPJ Web of Conferences 70 (2014) 00028 (page 6)        JINST 12 (2017) 01, P01020  (page 83)
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No detailed documentation, so need to guess cuts 



Public plot reproduced from NanoAODRun1   

First 1.2 pb-1 of 2011 pp data, including trigger, quality, and data set selections 
(not possible starting from educational example, suitable for ‘online’ exercise)
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Implemented in 
CINT

(interactive C)

Involves cuts on 

- datasets:

DoubleMuon 
& MuOnia

- triggers

various 

- pt cuts
various

- some auxiliary 

mass cuts
- medium quality

- dimuon vertex

refit
Example code will be released 



Backup
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Reproduce public/published 2011 invariant mass 
spectrum  

Some explanations of cuts to reproduce paper content 
(very close, but not exact, since original plot was produced from prompt reconstruction/quality selection):

2011 1.1 fb-1, not full dataset:  apply Golden JSON quality selection (already done at level of 

ntuple production) and restrict run range to early runs (from ntuple). 

recalculate offline luminosity with brilcalc: 1.2 fb-1 (was 1.1 fb-1 online) 

Superposition of data from two different datasets: DoubleMu and MuOnia

-> read both and remove overlap

Superposition of data from selected groups of triggers

-> read events satisfying specific triggers only, depending on dataset

Data cleaned by selection cuts 

-> apply quality cuts and kinematic cuts to both muon and dimuon

systems, dependent upon trigger selection  

Remove pileup background (muons from different vertices)

-> use precomputed/revertexed dimuon candidates from same vertex

Trigger matching possible from ntuple but not yet applied (necessary for validity of trigger efficiencies) 

-> will be added in future version of usage example

All of this possible with NanoAODRun1 (or AOD), mostly not with educational version(s)
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Reproduce public/published 2011 invariant mass 
spectrum  

First part of 2011 pp data, including trigger, data set and quality selections 
(not possible starting from educational example, fast, suitable for interactive online exercise)

Two variants:

CMS detector performance The CMS trigger system, TRG-12-001 
EPJ Web of Conferences 70 (2014) 00028 (page 6)        JINST 12 (2017) 01, P01020  (page 83)

Unfortunately:   no documentation of details of cuts for either of the two (editors/authors could not help)

-> need to make educated guesses

-> two challenges:    technicalities

details of event selection (NanoAODRun1 has sufficient information to reflect any cuts)
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Reminder: POET vs. nanoAODplus

POET                                    nanoAODplus

both are for research level applications

suited for all analyses                                suited for ~50% of analyses (nanoAOD concept)

both have ~50% direct content “dumps” and ~50% “derived” variables/objects 

examples for access to AOD physics         fully validated choices partially already made   
detector objects, and derived objects.         for users (nanoAOD concept)
freely tunable by users.                              -> users need to understand fewer technicalities
-> users need to make reasonable             -> provide documentation for which analyses 
choices themselves                                         the choices made are useful 

users need legacy CMSSW                                users need plain ROOT only, do not need VMS
-> VMs or containers                                                    or container encapsulation

typically CPU days/weeks/months                        typically CPU minutes/hours/days
-> need computing farm                                     -> need laptop 

input from CMSSW 5_3_32 only                          input from CMSSW 4_2_8 (2010), 5_3_32 (2011/12),
7_6_4 (2015), 10_6_26 (UL, validation)

not forward compatible with Run 2                       partially forward compatible with Run 2 nanoAOD

(2023 release of 2016 data)                        

both have imperfections, and profit from user feedback 
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The currently available NanoAODRun1 data and 
MC sets 

Data:

2010A:  Mu, MuOnia, EG

2010B:  Mu, MuOnia, Electron, Jet

2011A:  SingleMu, DoubleMu, MuOnia, SingleElectron, DoubleElectron, Jet

2011B:  SingleMu, DoubleMu, MuOnia, SingleElectron, DoubleElectron, Jet

2012B:  SingleMu, DoubleMuParked, MuOnia, SingleElectron, DoubleElectron

2012C:  SingleMu, DoubleMuParked, MuOnia, SingleElectron, DoubleElectron

MC:

2011 DY MC

2011 ttbar->LL MC

2012 ttbar MC
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more in pipeline



Using NanoAODRun1 with TChain

Issue: Different individual NanoAODRun1 ntuples cover different data subranges

-> they will have different HLT_xxx and L1_xxx trigger bits stored.

A TChain will only make the triggers of the first file available.

Possible solutions:

- Use the files merged using the haddnano.py NanoAODTool (already done for you).

-> trigger bits will all be merged, but files get very large (10-100 Gb).

Preferred solution if your system has enough resources to handle these files

(usually the case for institutional resources, not always on private resources).

- Use the trigger summary variables Trig_xxx instead (or no trigger variables 

at all for simple applications). Then, chaining the small ntuples is not an issue.

- Make an external  preselection (skimming) to select only events having the

triggers set that you want, and store a smaller merged ntuple (documentation will be 

provided later)

- Produce your histograms separately from each small file, and add the histograms 

in a later step. This will always work with any system, but might be a bit tedious.
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